**State Colleges Face Financial Crisis Due to Budget Cuts**

**Letters Ask for 'Help'**

A cry for "Help!" echoed from the speakers at the Michigan State University Student Government meeting Thursday evening. The four resolutions proposed by Campus United for the pres-1808 LETTERS — Classes were challenged as students produced 1808 letters to the Student Government. The letters urge each professor or principal to telephone their legislators for an ask for a war against the proposed budget cuts.

**Cut MSU Request 88 Million**

By DAVE PRICE
State News Editor

Michigan State University and the eight other state supported higher institutions are awaiting approval of their budgets from the legislature in their interests. The legislature recommends several million dollar increases to the university's budget. It is estimated that the Legislature could be in session by the end of the year.

**Dates Set For Blood Donations**

The annual Spring Blood Drive will be held through May 10 in Demonstration Hall. The drive is sponsored by Campus United in co-operation with the American Red Cross and Air Force ROTC.
MSU's Educational Needs
Ignored by State Committee

It is paradoxical that in this age of discovery, of scientific and cultural outreach, of the possible, farmers fail to appreciate adequate funds for operation and expansion.

The Senate Appropriations Committee, Friday, recommended $1,812,971 for Michigan State University, which he terms absolutely necessary. As an example, it is shown that if the state had been willing to give MSU the funds it so badly needs, the school's facilities would have been expanded, and many of the problems would be lessened.

The main argument against increased aid to MSU is that it will not increase the state's revenue, outstanding, and therefore the state should not give aid to the state agency of •money, and once the school's financial situation is alleviated, the agency must be proportionally cut.

We encourage students, faculty and Michiganders to demand proper educational assistance on the legislators' importance of the school, and to pressure representatives who are not on the committee to call for more adequate funds for the state of Michigan and America cannot afford this.

Kennedy Speaks Against Discrimination

WASHINGTON-John F. Kennedy, having launched a drive to remove "separate but equal' discrimination' from the filing of federal jobs or hiring, by contractors with the government, ended his drive yesterday with a warning against discrimination.

The president, speaking at the annual session of the National Negro Business League in Detroit, said discrimination is "a cancer on American society" and said that "the basic American creed is that all men are created equal and deserve equal opportunity."
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Letters to the Editor

On HUAC, Communist Methods

Opportunity!

To the Editor:

This is to assert that the recent attacks made against communists and/or communistic organizations are not only unjustified but entirely unwarranted.

In the first place, the communists do not serve Goals or marvels in the immediate sense of the word. In the second place, the communists are not the enemies of democracy or the United States government. They are simply the enemies of the capitalist system that is responsible for the depression and other social ills.

William T. McGarrigle

Not Reactionary

To the Editor:

The reason of Chuck Birtle is not at fault. His article about the Russian method of making grades in this school, however, is not at fault. It shows that the Russian method of making grades is not a greater one than the American method.

If you are a member of the group of people still in the school, you are entitled to express your opinion on it. And, if you are a member of the group of people who are not in the school, you are entitled to express your opinion on it.

Beverly White

Why Inspired?

To the Editor:

This controversy concerning the HUAC hearings has not yet swept the State of Michigan. My impression of the film was that it is a propaganda film. It is an attempt to make us think that the HUAC is a bad organization and that the communists are a bad group.

I hope that those who are watching this film will remember that the HUAC is a bad organization and that the communists are a bad group.

VICE PRESIDENT for Finance Philip M. Ervst said that this error deprives Michigan State University of a large part of its tuition revenue. Los said that this error deprives Michigan State University of a large part of its tuition revenue. Los said that this error deprives Michigan State University of a large part of its tuition revenue.

The committee recommended that to obtain adequate funds for MSU, the state should increase its gifts to the university. In addition, Michigan State University should increase its gift to the state and the University of Michigan should increase its gift to the University of Michigan.

The committee also recommended that to obtain adequate funds for MSU, the state should increase its gifts to the university. In addition, Michigan State University should increase its gift to the state and the University of Michigan should increase its gift to the University of Michigan.

Gary Swanzey, President

Look Harder

To the Editor:

Concerning Mr. Pattee's rash free speech article appearing in the April 9th issue. I want to point out that the approving group of people still in the school, you are entitled to express your opinion on it. And, if you are a member of the group of people who are not in the school, you are entitled to express your opinion on it.

The film is a propaganda film. It is an attempt to make us think that the HUAC is a bad organization and that the communists are a bad group.

The committee also recommended that to obtain adequate funds for MSU, the state should increase its gifts to the university. In addition, Michigan State University should increase its gift to the state and the University of Michigan should increase its gift to the University of Michigan.

Gary Swanzey, President

A plan of this sort would certainly deprive the children of lower income families from attending college while the poorer of lower incomes are given a larger percentage of their income for taxes to support state
"Dwellers" Premiere Tonight

By NANN JAYNE

The Daily.

"The Care Dwellers" by William Saroyan will open at 8 p.m. tonight in the University Theatre. This is the third in the University Theatre's first spring season.

It is not easy to describe the characters who make this play, for each and every face has been blended with any conventional patterns, and they are truly in a sense the Dwellers. The term described three characters in a Saroyan group following the play's opening in New York City.

John Chapman of the Daily News said in his review that the Saroyan group has prided itself as indeed shabby but has certain edges that hold throughout the play.

"The characters that Saroyan has grouped together are without Aim or reason. They are a group of people who are living here and understanding to the delight of the audience. The Queen," the matriarch of the Saroyan group, is a once famous clown who now leads her two partners in the act of 'The Cave Dwellers.'

The play will run through the opening of the play's opening in New York City. The play will run through the opening of the play's opening in New York City.

Green Helmet Will Hold Open Meeting This Term

Green Helmet announced that it will hold open meetings allowing the public to hear speakers who will talk in the group this term.

The group has been active for several years and annually the permanent president of art history will speak tonight at 8:30 in room 33, Union. He will speak and show slides on contemporary American painting.

Dr. Linn received degrees from the University and his works have been published by the Baltimore Museum of Art and the California Water Color Society.

Dave Foster, president of Green Helmet, said the group will always welcome new members because it was felt the public would be interested in hearing the speakers.

It was explained that all of these will be limited to President John Hannah at 100 W. Union. He will speak tonight at 8:30 in room 33, Union. He will speak tonight at 8:30 in room 33, Union.

Green Helmet Foster said, it was decided to open the meetings to all freshmen, in addition to its co-ed members.
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Phone ED 2-1511

Extensions 2643 and 2644

J-Hop Gifts Left

As of now, man has discovered the chemical elements.

SHEPARD'S... Open tonight till 9

Ever since shoes were invented...

A man has sought footwear like comfortable

APACHE Mocs

Apache Mocs gives you both • • . style and leathers you'll wear with pride . . . and wonderful feeling comfort!

** ** COMFORT

A dozen nations, including the United States, Australia, France, Britain, Japan and Russia, are participating in a four-year program to fish the Indian Ocean for scientific data.

"Islander" straw type, leather sole. Tassels, white or lavender.

"Hobo" all leather lace up in white only with contrasting block or gray trim.

THAT'S EXCITING FROM THE WORD "GO" in their own vinyl travel case

3.95 "Tea Time" leather, rubber soled with contrasting trim in white, bone or black.

"Polio" simulated patent with leather sole and matching bow. Black only.

Impease...

THE TRAVEL SUPPER THAT'S EXCITING FROM THE WORD "GO" in their own vinyl travel case

3.95 "Tea Time" leather, rubber soled with contrasting trim in white, bone or black.

"Islander" straw type, leather sole. Tassels, white or lavender.

"Hobo" all leather lace up in white only with contrasting block or gray trim.
Red Ripe Tomatoes 10 oz. Min. 19c
Sunkist Oranges Doz. 59c
Fancy Cucumbers and Green Onions

LA CHOI FOODS
BEAN SPROUTS No. 200 cans 2 for 29c
CHOW MEIN NOODLES 2 No. 250 cans 35c
CHOP SUEY VEGETABLES can 29c
SOY SAUCE 8 oz. 19c
RABBIT SHOOTS

ARMOUR'S TREAT 12 oz. can 45c
SWIFT'S LIMA BEANS and HAM 24 oz. 48c
CARNATION DRY MILK 14 qt. pkg. $1.35
Daily Madison SALAD DRESSING at 9c.
MARETTI COLE SLAW DRESSING pt. 9c.

VET'S DOG FOOD
12-1-lb. cans 1.00 • KIBBLES $2.00

CHARMIN Toilet Tissue
WHITE or COLORS 4-pack 29c

SCHMIDT'S Guarantee Of Quality Always Protects YOU!
Indians Get 18 Hits As Bunting Takes Loss

DETROIT (AP)—The Detroit Tigers today bungled out ever the Detroit Tigers. JimTHING fgg sis runs in the second American League baseball hits, going the 'route in the

Phillips smased a two-run home run. Powers safeties included a three singles mid a dou­

PHILLIPS put Cleveland well by Richard

Elda-Diane Beauty Salon
2101; Abbott Road E. Lansing
Hours — 9 - 6 ED 2-2416

The new ideas in hair styling are adapted to fit your personality and needs.

BY RICHARD FLEANDER

Styling $2.50
Shampoo & Set $2.25

The best hair color possible is done
The best hair color possible is done
by Elda-Diane Studios.

by Elda-Diane Studios.

The best hair color possible is done

The best hair color possible is done

by Elda-Diane Studios.

The best hair color possible is done

by Elda-Diane Studios.

by Elda-Diane Studios.

THE NEW ENGLISH BIBLE

THE NEW ENGLISH BIBLE
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NonTestament

NonTestament

NonTestament

Spartan Book Store

Spartan Book Store

Spartan Book Store
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Technical Aids Close Gap
TV May Help Teacher Shortage

By HELEN COATY

State News Managing Editor

One of the major causes of the education gap between high and low achieving students is the number of teachers. Adding to the problem is the fact that the number of college level classrooms were maintained for teaching was below minimum level standards.

This problem is being addressed by the teaching machine factory. Since 1927, when the Federal Communications Commission reserved approximately 25 channels for non-commercial educational use, television has been growing up. Television is spreading. Television is growing up.

One of the major causes of this growth is the Midwest Program on Television in Education (MPATI), run by the University of Michigan, which has been expanding. The program was started in 1956 in the Midwest. Program on Television in Education (MPATI) was founded by the University of Michigan.

Adenaacer Arrives Here
For Talks

WASHINGTON, D.C. - -Charles E. Adenauer, German ambassador to the United States, was here today for his first official visit to the nation's capital. He will stay three days.

Teacher Training

The aim of teacher training is to make a person able to communicate with students. In teacher training, we can be observing or being observed. Because, in teacher training, we can be observing or being observed.

Tours of news events can be taken days to complete. The distribution system is expected to supplement each lesson. The committee recommended.

James Wins Six Prizes In Photo Contest

In the sixth photo contest, James Jones, a freshman, received Honorable Mention in the feature category.


McPherson - The picture of John Davids, presented, was another prize winner. The picture of John Davids, presented, was another prize winner.

Econ Fellow
To Deliver Paper

William Hawley, professor of economics, department of economics, delivered a paper at the Mideast Economics Association meeting in Darkness, Indiana.

Night Staff
Assistant news editor, Mar- garet Jones, sports editor, Ben Haas, copy editor, Joe Harris, sports writer, Walt Johnson, Joe Moore, Vic Rauch.

Texas Colleges Financial Crisis Looming

Carmine Reo, a Mideast Economics Association member, delivered a paper at the Mideast Economics Association meeting in Darkness, Indiana.

...John James... Ron Jones, Central Lake senior and State News photographer, walked off with his first place in the College Press Association of Michigan, National Photojournalism Association, and the Associated Press.

Dr. Fred says, "If a psychological shock, get your clothes cleaned at Loris.

SCHWIND

Dr. Fred says, "If a psychological shock, get your clothes cleaned at Loris.

CLOTHES CLEANER AND SHIRT CANDY

Bial ED 2-1402 for Pick-up & Delivery

It's quick and easy

LADIES "RENEW" TENNIS OXFORDS with smart tapered toe!

Exceptional savings on these comfortable oxfords made by U.S. Rubber Co. With a smart tapered toe, they feature water resistant finish, fine woven toe cap, and finely cushioned arch and insole. Wide, narrow and medium widths, sizes 4 - 13.

$2.99

Ladies KEDS tennis oxford for $4.95

Chic and comfortable - yet practical!

WILSON "CARY MIDLECOFF" JUNIOR BALLS

For your tennis partner or the one you love, the Wilson "Cary Middlecoff" Junior Tennis Ball is the perfect gift. The Wilson "Cary Middlecoff" Junior Tennis Ball is the perfect gift. The Wilson "Cary Middlecoff" Junior Tennis Ball is the perfect gift.
Campbell, Barkham Platforms

(Continued from Page 1)

One layer is reasonable, but effect will be needed to pull them through.

For a long time, AUSG has been addressing itself to the administration rather than the students. It hasn't done much good. However, Student Government must play a more active role. First, the ASU administration has not even merited consideration.

The history of AUSG shows that students have not received anything they have not actively expressed as a class. If apathy continues, my expectation is that the students have not re­

seriously thought of education and a myriad of problems of university life. Now is the time for action! We must work together to help solve these problems. -This can be done. The way to do this is through a student government and efficient cabinet.

The history of MSU shows that students have not been left to themselves but have been involved in important decisions. A student government and efficient cabinet can serve as a check on the administration and be responsible for the students' interests. A student government should have the right to select the teachers and instructors of their courses.

Campbell

The present University administration has an impression of the student body. It is the president's job to listen to the students. Unfortunately, the president has not done his job. The president should have the right to select the teachers and instructors of his courses.

The president should support a central check-out system in the library to prevent loss of books by theft. He should establish a course evaluation system for all students.

3. The president should seek the advice of some of the student body, it is the president's job to listen to the students. Unfortunately, the president has not done his job. The president should have the right to select the teachers and instructors of his courses.

The president should support a central check-out system in the library to prevent loss of books by theft. He should establish a course evaluation system for all students.

4. University-wide problems should be handled by the student government. The president should lead the student government in the same way he leads the faculty body.

5. Students should be represented on more faculty committees. The use of paper­

books for courses should be prevented because of the difficulty of securing assigned readings and the great cost of printing.

FRESH FRYERS

Cut-up Tray-Packed Fryers

Peaches are

Kroger Frandor

What

Bread 2 Loaves 35c

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4-oz. pkg. 1

Whole Kernel or Crude Style

CUTCHUP 5-oz. jar. 1

LIBBY CORN 5-oz. pkg. 1

TOMATO JUICE 3-4oz. cans 1

FRESH SLICED HOTDOG OR HAMBURG

U.S. No. 1 Main.

Pies... 15c

Banquet Frozen Pot

Hot dog and bun

Each
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25-
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Mellow Yellow Ripened Right
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